In the current study, the effect of removing word length variability within sentences on spatial aspects of eye movements during reading was investigated. Participants read sentences that were uniform in terms of word length, with each sentence consisting entirely of three-, four-, or five-letter words, or a combination of these word lengths. Several interesting findings emerged. Adaptation of the preferred saccade length occurred for sentences with different uniform word length; participants would be more accurate at making short saccades while reading uniform sentences of three-letter words, while they would be more accurate at making long saccades while reading uniform sentences of five-letter words. Furthermore, word skipping was affected such that three-and four-letter words were more likely, and five-letter words less likely, to be directly fixated in uniform compared to non-uniform sentences. It is argued that saccadic targeting during reading is highly adaptable and flexible toward the characteristics of the text currently being read, as opposed to the idea implemented in most current models of eye movement control during reading that readers develop a preference for making saccades of a certain length across a lifetime of experience with a given language.
During reading, saccadic eye movements are made to fixate words in high-acuity foveal vision (see Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 . Typically these saccades will be targeted toward and originate from words of variable length. The length of the words within a sentence influences eye movement control during reading in several ways. First, the eyes will tend to land further into a long word than into a short word, necessitating saccades of differing lengths to move further when targeting long relative to short words (McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, & Zola, 1988) . Second, the probability of skipping a word is dramatically affected by word length, with increased skipping of short compared to long words (see Brysbaert, Drieghe, & Vitu, 2005 ). In the current article, we investigated the effect of removing within sentence word length variability on all of these components of eye movement control. It is important to note that although word length also affects reading times, the focus of the current article will be upon spatial, rather than temporal, aspects of eye movement control.
Saccadic Targeting and the Systematic Range Error
It is generally agreed that progressive, interword saccades are targeted toward the center of an upcoming word in spaced alphabetic languages. This location is considered the optimal viewing position for word recognition, with results from isolated word recognition studies showing that response latencies increase the further a fixation is from a word's center (O'Regan & Jacobs, 1992; O'Regan, Lévy-Schoen, Pynte, & Brugaillère, 1984) . Furthermore, in natural reading the probability of refixating a word increases with the distance of the first fixation from the central character (McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, Zola, & Jacobs, 1989; Rayner, Sereno, & Raney, 1996) . These findings suggest a preference to fixate the center of a word. However, initial fixation landing positions tend to be normally distributed across the whole word (Rayner, 1979) , indicating that the programming and execution of eye movements are not error-free, resulting in the eyes not always landing on the intended landing position. The peak of this normal distribution is slightly to the left of the word center and is referred to as the preferred viewing location (Rayner, 1979) . Thus, although the eyes are targeted toward a word's center in English reading, they tend to fall a small amount short of this, landing slightly to the left of the center.
McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, and Zola (1988) investigated factors influencing the distribution of initial fixation landing positions within a word. They showed that both the average initial fixation location and the standard deviation of fixations around this position was partly determined by the distance of the prior fixation from the center of the target word. Saccades launched from a greater distance resulted in a wider distribution of landing positions. McConkie et al. proposed that this occurred as a result of random motor error, with longer saccades being prone to increased motor error. More importantly for the current investigation, McConkie et al. also proposed a systematic saccadic range error during reading. They observed that English readers tended to overshoot the center of a word for saccades launched from less than seven characters away from the center, and undershoot for saccades launched from more than seven characters away. Thus, in English reading there is systematicity in the saccadic targeting system such that saccades tend to be seven characters in length, which we will refer to as the preferred saccade length. This preferred saccade length can be defined as the intended saccade length that is not biased to either under-or overshoot its intended target. McConkie et al. found that for each additional character that the saccade launch site was from seven characters away from the target word center, the mean landing position of the eye would shift approximately half a character before or beyond the center of the word (see Paterson, Almabruk, McGowan, White, & Jordan, 2015, and Yan et al., 2014 , for similar findings in German, Arabic, and Uighur, respectively).
McConkie et al. derived the idea of a systematic saccadic range error with a preferred saccade length from Kapoula (1985;  see also Kapoula & Robinson, 1986) . Kapoula (1985) had participants make saccades toward a target that appeared randomly in one of several set locations between 2.7 and 9.5 degrees of visual angle from a central launch site. When the target was at the lower end of this range participants' saccades typically overshot the target, and in the upper end of the range they often undershot the target. In a follow-up investigation, half of the original participants completed a similar task, but with targets ranging from 7 to 21.9 degrees away. Once again, participants showed a clear range bias. Crucially, a target that was far and was thus undershot in the first task (i.e., targets 7-11 degrees away) became a relatively near target in the second, and was overshot. Kapoula's findings suggested that in low-level oculomotor tasks the range bias is rapidly adaptable, with the range of targets in a stimulus set determining the preferred saccade length. The main aim of the current study was to determine whether the preferred saccade length is also adaptable during reading. As we detail below, people may adopt a preferred saccade length that is determined by their lifetime experience of average word length, due to reading being such a highly structured task in which people acquire substantial experience across their lifetime, compared to the relatively novel lab task conducted by Kapoula. The systematic saccadic range error is implemented as an important parameter in the two most dominant models of eye movement control, the E-Z Reader model (Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 1999; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003 ) and the SWIFT model (Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005; Schad & Engbert, 2012) . In both models the saccadic range error is vital for explaining landing positions within words, and whether certain words will be fixated at all. As well as these issues being important in and of themselves, they also affect each model's ability to explain other important phenomena. First of all, as mentioned above, the probability of a reader refixating a word is strongly influenced by their initial fixation location, and this has also been implemented in both models. Second, both models include parameters whereby the processing rate of the fixated word (and any words that are processed beyond the fixated word) is influenced by the visual eccentricity of the letters within those words from the point of fixation. Thus, in both models not only does the systematic range error impact on initial landing position, but also the processing efficiency of word identification.
In addition, the systematic range error in the E-Z model is important in explaining so-called parafoveal-on-foveal effects (see Drieghe, 2011 for a review). These are effects whereby the characteristics of a word to the right of fixation influence the processing of the fixated word. These effects are highly controversial, in that they are seen as evidence in favor of multiple words being processed in parallel, a phenomenon which is viewed as being incompatible with the E-Z Reader model's approach to lexical processing, but very much in line with the SWIFT model. However, the idea of both random motor error and the systematic range error allows the E-Z Reader model to explain these effects through the idea that readers will sometimes fixate a word other than the one they intended to fixate. First of all, the random motor error observed by McConkie et al. (1998) will sometimes be great enough that the eye will land on one of the words to either side of the saccade target. Second, the systematic range error will sometimes cause a saccade to undershoot by enough characters that it lands on the word before the saccade target. This is especially likely when readers attempt to skip a word, since this requires a particularly long saccade. In these cases, fixation durations on the fixated word are determined by the processing difficulty not of the word that is currently fixated but the word that was the original saccade target, thus leading to the observation of parafoveal-onfoveal effects (Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2008) . As such, in the case of the E-Z Reader model the systematic range error, alongside random motor error, is important in providing an explanation for an effect that would otherwise be incompatible with this model's core theoretical assumption (i.e., serial lexical processing).
Given the importance of the range error for estimating initial fixation locations in both models, and the various impacts these landing positions have on the models' explanatory power, it is vital that these models accurately implement the range error. In both models the range error is currently programmed so that approximately 0.4 characters of under-or overshoot occurs for every character that a saccade was intended to move beyond or before the preferred saccade length. In E-Z Reader this preferred saccade length is seven characters, while in SWIFT it is 5.4 characters for progressive interword saccades. Although the two models differ on the preferred saccade length (note that parameter fitting within these two models did not happen within the same language), this is currently treated as a fixed parameter in both. The models are agnostic about how this preference may have developed, but it This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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seems reasonable to suggest that they could both, in principle, be modified to allow for a flexible preferred saccade length without violating any of their key theoretical assumptions. Relatively little attention has been given to the issue of how exactly the preferred saccade length during reading develops. However, the general assumption seems to be that it develops due to a large amount of reading experience. For example, in an article examining the development of oculomotor control during reading Reichle et al. (2013) stated that it is possible that "whatever 'tuning' of the oculomotor system occurs and is ultimately responsible for the systematic portion of saccadic error is not completely established in children" (p. 136). This suggests that the preferred saccade length develops over a long period of time as readers gain experience with a language, and as such should not easily be altered in a novel situation. In addition, a recent theoretical account of the systematic range error attempts to explain the preferred saccade length as a Bayesian prior which has developed as a result of experience of the typical distance between word centers during reading (Engbert & Krügel, 2010; Krügel & Engbert, 2014) . This prior is combined with an estimate of the location of the center of the next word, resulting in a saccade that is programmed to travel between these two values, and thus the systematic range error.
Presumably, according to both of these approaches the range error should be fixed and thus not adapt to novel conditions. In contrast, it has clearly been shown by Kapoula (1985) that the range error outside of the context of reading is not fixed. This gives us two competing hypotheses. First of all, it could be that the systematic range error is fundamentally different in reading to other oculomotor tasks and is indeed determined by a lifetime's worth of reading experience. Alternatively, it could be that the existing assumptions about the range error during reading are erroneous, and that much like in simple oculomotor tasks the preferred saccade length will rapidly adapt to a novel distribution of word lengths. If the former position is true it suggests that the oculomotor system becomes tuned in reading in a way that it does not in other tasks. If the latter position is true then the range error as it is currently approached in models of eye movement control is incorrect, and this may have consequences for how different models are able to accurately predict the various phenomena discussed in the previous paragraphs. Clearly, it is important to determine which of these positions is correct.
Word Length and Launch Site Effects on Word Skipping
Word length also has significant effects on word skipping. Vitu, O'Regan, Inhoff, and Topolski (1995) found that readers skip three-, four-, and five-letter words approximately 60%, 45%, and 30% of the time, respectively. This effect is driven by the spatial extent of the word, rather than the number of letters. Hautala, Hyönä, and Aro (2011) embedded a four-or six-letter word within a sentence either presented in a font in which the six-letter word subtended a greater visual angle than the four-letter word, or a font in which both words subtended the same amount of visual angle. When the six-letter words subtended a greater visual angle they were skipped less often than the four-letter words (6% vs. 21% of the time). In contrast, when both word lengths subtended the same visual angle there was no significant effect of the number of letters on skipping (14% of the time for both word lengths; see also McDonald, 2006) . Thus, the decision of whether or not to skip a word seems to be largely driven by a word's spatial extent (see also Hermena, Liversedge, & Drieghe, 2017 , for evidence from Arabic). Importantly, words with a greater spatial extent will extend further into the parafovea, and thus will fall in lower acuity vision and will be less likely to be processed as fully as when they are directly fixated (and hence less often skipped).
It is also worth considering whether the decision to skip a word may be partially determined by its relative length within a sentence, rather than simply its absolute length. It may be that the decision about which words to skip will partially be based upon whether certain words are likely to be of high informational value. Informational value refers to the amount of information a word communicates within a sentence; essentially a word which is entirely predictable given the preceding sentential context is of low informational value, whereas a word that is entirely unexpected given the preceding context is of high informational value. It could be costly for a reader to fixate a word of low informational value, since readers will remain in this position until they can program a new saccade despite there being very little linguistic processing to do either in terms of word identification or sentential integration. Readers may assume that short words are likely to be of lower informational value due to the way in which speakers (and writers) attempt to regulate the rate of information conveyance during communication, to avoid either communicating information too quickly or slowly. One way in which speakers may regulate the rate of information conveyance is through the use of word length. Through analyses of large text corpora Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson (2011) demonstrated that in normal sentences shorter words typically tend to be of lower informational value than longer words, partly because many short words are function words, which tend to carry very little semantic information. However, this relationship also holds for content words. For instance, when a word is of low informational value (i.e., highly predictable) within a sentence an abbreviated form (e.g., chimp for chimpanzee) is more likely to be used (Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013) . Clearly, both chimp and chimpanzee carry identical semantic information, and so the only reason to use one form over the other is the variation in length, with the longer version slowing down information conveyance and the shorter version speeding up information conveyance. Furthermore, Mahowald et al. demonstrated that this relationship forms a part of people's abstract linguistic knowledge. Given that there is a clear tendency for short words to carry less information in natural language, and the potential cost of fixating a low information value word, it might make sense for readers to skip shorter words. In Hautala et al.'s (2011) study these cues were absent with six-letter words extending across the same spatial distance as four-letter words. The lack of a difference in skipping of short and long words in this study may have partially been due to the absence of relative length information. We will return to this issue below.
As mentioned above, the systematic range error also has an effect on whether participants will fixate a word, and as such affects word skipping rates. A consequence of saccadic overshoot or undershoot is that a word will sometimes receive a mislocated fixation, such that a word that was not the intended saccade target is fixated . For example, if a saccade is targeted toward a three-letter word from the final character of the prior word, then saccadic overshoot may cause the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
eye to land on the following word. This would constitute an accidental skip. Furthermore, saccadic undershoot can sometimes cause the eye to land on the word before the saccade target, as discussed above in relation to parafoveal-on-foveal effects. Through simulations, Nuthmann et al. were able to estimate the probability for words of a certain length either receiving a mislocated fixation or being accidentally skipped. Although words of all lengths were approximately equally likely to be accidentally fixated or undershot, some were more likely than others to be accidentally skipped (see Table 6 on p. 2212 of Nuthmann et al., 2005) . Although the probability of accidentally skipping a threeletter word was 0.28 this decreased to 0.16 and 0.08 for four-and five-letter words. Thus, because of the saccadic range error, short words will accidentally be skipped more often than longer words.
The Current Study
To investigate whether the preferred saccade length is fixed or flexible, we presented participants with sentences which varied in terms of which saccade length would be the optimal preferred saccade length. Participants read four types of sentences. In three of these all of the words were of uniform length, with all words being three-letters long (referred to as U3; e.g., "The sad boy had not had any fun all day"), four-letters long (U4; e.g., "They went over some very hard sums last week"), or five-letters long (U5; e.g., "David often plays awful death metal music about Satan"). In a non-uniform condition, participants read sentences comprised of words with a mixture of these word lengths (NU; e.g., "Tim can often leave work about one hour early"). On average, the words within these sentences were 3.94 letters long. Participants read 30 sentences of each type in a block. We hypothesized that if the preferred saccade length which determines the systematic saccadic range error during reading is adaptable then it should vary between these different types of sentences. Across the different types of sentence the average distance between saccade targets will systematically vary, with interword saccades of an average of four, five, and six characters being required to move between the centers of words in uniform sentences consisting of three-, four-, and five-letter words, respectively (i.e., the length of each word, in addition to a space). In the non-uniform sentences the distance between saccade targets will be more variable, but should on average be about five characters (i.e., 3.94 letters per word, in addition to a space). Naturally, as the distance between saccade targets decreases readers would be expected to attempt to make shorter saccades, and so a change in the average saccade amplitude across our sentences would be entirely uncontroversial. The more interesting issue is whether participants become more accurate at making saccades of this average length for a certain sentence type. For example, participants will generally attempt to make four character saccades more often in the uniform sentences of three-letter words than the uniform sentences of five-letter words, due to this being the distance between the center (i.e., a common landing position and thus launch site) of one three-letter word and the center of the next, but the distance between the final character of one word (i.e., an uncommon landing position and thus launch site) and the middle of the next for five-letter words. It could be that the preferred saccade length is fixed at seven characters. Assuming 0.4 characters of error for every character of deviation between the preferred saccade length and intended saccade length, as E-Z Reader and SWIFT do, a saccade launched from four characters away from an upcoming word center will overshoot by 1.2 characters in both sentence types if the preferred saccade length is fixed at seven characters. Conversely, if the preferred saccade length is flexible toward the average word length in a sentence then participants will not overshoot at all for these saccades in uniform sentences of three-letter words with a preferred saccade length of four characters, and will only overshoot by 0.8 characters when making these saccades in uniform sentences of five-letter words with a preferred saccade length of five characters. Essentially, we predicted that if the preferred saccade length was flexible and readers adjusted it contingent on the length of words in the text being read then it would be smallest when participants read sentences consisting of three-letter words, slightly larger when reading the non-uniform sentences and the uniform sentences of four-letter words, and larger still when reading uniform sentences of five-letter words. Alternatively, as models of oculomotor control and accounts of the systematic range error in reading currently assume, it could be that the preferred saccade length has been determined by a lifetime's worth of reading experience. If this was the case then participants are unlikely to adopt different preferred saccade lengths for our different sentences.
We also predicted significant effects of our manipulations on skipping rates. First, we expected standard word length effects, such that for sentences comprised of short words we would see increased word skipping. We also made a hypothesis contingent upon our saccadic adaptation effect. As mentioned, short words are accidentally skipped because of the systematic saccadic range error more often than long words. Presumably, if readers become more adept at making short saccades in the uniform sentences of three-letter words then there should be less accidental skipping of three-letter words in these sentences than in the non-uniform sentences due to saccadic overshoot. Experimentally determining whether a word was skipped accidentally or on purpose is not possible, and as such we can only assess this hypothesis on the basis of whether the preferred saccade length adapts, and whether this is accompanied by systematic variation in word skipping rates.
We were also curious to see if sentence uniformity had a further effect on word skipping due to the absence of relative word length cues within sentences. First of all, we expected to observe a substantial decrease in the skipping of three-letter words appearing in a uniform compared to non-uniform sentence, simply due to the fact that maintaining a global skipping rate of 60% (as it typically observed for three-letter words in non-uniform sentences, e.g., Vitu et al., 1995) across an entire sentence would involve encoding visual information from very few positions in that sentence. As such it seems unlikely that participants would skip three-letter words as often in a sentence consisting exclusively of words that length, than when these words appeared in sentences of mixed word length. Furthermore, if readers do use relative word length information as a cue to the informational content of a word, and therefore the necessity for direct fixation, we may expect that while a three-letter word may be more likely to be of low informational value in a non-uniform sentence, this would be less the case in a sentence comprised entirely of three-letter words. Consequently, three-letter words may be less frequently skipped in uniform than non-uniform sentences. The converse may be true for This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
five-letter words, with these typically being more likely to be of increased informational value in non-uniform sentences, but less so in a sentence comprised entirely of five-letter words.
1 In short, we may observe decreased skipping of three-letter words and increased skipping of five-letter words in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences.
Method Participants
Twenty-four students at the University of Southampton with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in return for course credits.
Apparatus
Participants' eye movements were monitored using an SR Research Eyelink 1,000 system with a sample rate of 1,000 Hz. Only the right eye was tracked. Sentences were displayed in black on a gray background, on a single line of a ViewSonic p227f CRT monitor. Viewing distance was 78 cm, with 1°of visual angle being occupied by 2.9 characters of monospaced Courier font.
Materials and Design
Four sets of 30 sentences were created for the current experiment. In three of these sets all words in a sentence were of uniform length, such that the sentences were comprised entirely of threeletter words, entirely of four-letter words, or entirely of five-letter words. The fourth set consisted of sentences made of a combination of three-, four-, and five-letter words. A within-subjects design was used, such that all participants saw all 120 sentences. The sentences consisted of between eight and twelve words.
Eighteen participants rated our sentences for naturalness on a scale from one (very unnatural) to five (perfectly natural). The mean rating for the uniform sentences of three-, four-, and fiveletter words, and the non-uniform sentences were 3.69, 3.45, 3.47, and 3.87, respectively. A one-way analysis of variance revealed significant differences between the four conditions, F(3, 51) ϭ 23.46, p Ͻ .001. Follow up t tests comparing the non-uniform sentences to each uniform sentence type revealed that the nonuniform sentences were rated as being significantly more natural than all three uniform sentence types (NU vs. U3, t(17) ϭ Ϫ2.58, p Ͻ .01; NU vs. U4, t(17) ϭ Ϫ5.78, p Ͻ .001; NU versus U5, t(17) ϭ Ϫ5.34, p Ͻ .001). Consequently, potential effects of naturalness were incorporated in post hoc analyses.
We also examined the frequencies of the words making up our sentences, as a function of word length and uniformity. We conducted t tests to examine whether the frequency of the words of one length in the uniform sentences was the same as words of that length in the non-uniform sentences. Frequencies were based on the Zipf scale introduced by van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, and Brysbaert (2014) . There were no differences in the frequency of five-letter words appearing in a uniform (m ϭ 5.02) relative to non-uniform (m ϭ 5.09) sentence, t(109.5) ϭ Ϫ0.62, p Ͼ .1, or of four-letter words in a uniform(m ϭ 5.60) relative to non-uniform (m ϭ 5.75) sentence, t(185.4) ϭ Ϫ1.49, p Ͼ .1. However, threeletter words appearing in uniform sentences (m ϭ 5.87) were significantly less frequent than three-letter words appearing in a non-uniform (m ϭ 6.38) sentence (t(112.9) ϭ Ϫ3.65, p Ͻ .001). Furthermore, it should be clear from the above means that differences in frequency did exist as a function of word length with three-letter words being more frequent than four-letter words, which in turn were more frequent than five-letter words. Therefore, we assessed whether the effects of word length and sentence uniformity were modulated by differences in word frequency across conditions.
Procedure
Participants completed the experiment in two sessions across two days, each lasting 20 min. In each session participants were presented with two blocks of 30 experimental sentences, preceded by six practice trials. All sentences from a single condition were presented in the same block. We adopted a blocked design to maximize our chances of obtaining adaptation effects.
Upon arrival at the first session participants were presented with a consent form and information sheet. They were seated in front of the eye tracker and a head rest was used for stabilization. A three-point horizontal calibration grid was used, with an acceptance criterion of an average error below 0.25 degrees.
After a successful calibration the experiment began. Each trial began with two drift checks. The first drift check was in the center of the screen, while the second was on the left in the position of the central character of the first word of the sentence. If either indicated more than 0.3 degrees of error the participant was recalibrated. After the drift checks had been completed the experimental sentence appeared. Participants were instructed to read for comprehension, and press a button once they had read the sentence. On 33% of the trials the experimenter read the participant a yes/no comprehension question, and the participant responded using a button box. Across all participants, 91% of comprehension questions were answered correctly. At the end of the second session the experimenter asked the participant if they had consciously noticed the experimental word length manipulation. Only one participant had.
Results
We computed global and local measures pertaining to each theoretical issue outlined above. The global measures were calculated across whole sentences (see Table 1 ). The four sentence types were compared using linear mixed effects models, constructed using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) in R (R Development Core Team, 2013). Uniform sentences of four-letter words were treated as the baseline, due to being the most appropriate condition to compare our non-uniform sentences with due to the similar average word length, and to allow us to compare these sentences to uniform sentences with shorter and longer words. Model output is shown in Table 2 . For all models we 1 We feel it is important to point out that we realize that the probability that a word will be a content word (as opposed to a function word) is fixed and does not change in relation to word length context. Instead, we are suggesting that a uniform word length constraint changes the likelihood that function or content words of that length will be present in those sentences. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
initially adopted a full random structure, treating both participants and sentences as random factors, with random intercepts and slopes (see Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) . However, because of the models for some measures failing to converge, random slopes were sometimes removed. Our local measures examined the effect of our manipulation on each individual word within our sentences. The interest area used for each word included the space preceding the word.
2 After removing data for the first or last word of a sentence, and cases of tracker loss, 21,592 words were available for analysis (out of a full data set of 28,176). Of these 21,592 words, 17,080 received a direct first pass fixation, allowing them to be used in the landing position analysis, as well as the reading time measures presented in the Appendix. For each measure that we examined we excluded values that were more than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean of each participant in each condition as outliers. The amount of data excluded due to this final criterion varied between measures, with a maximum of 3.2% of the remaining data being lost. All models described treated both subjects and individual words as random factors, with both random slopes and intercepts. Similar to our global analyses, the models for some measures failed to converge with the full random structure, and as such random slopes were sometimes removed.
Saccadic Targeting
At a global level our manipulation had a clear effect on saccade metrics (see Table 1 ). The average saccade amplitude increased with the average word length in a condition, with the shortest average saccade length being observed in the uniform sentences of three-letter words, and the longest in the uniform sentences of five-letter words. Unexpectedly, participants made longer saccades in the non-uniform sentences compared to the uniform sentences of four-letter words. This is most likely due to differences between these conditions in word skipping, which will be discussed in detail below. The linear mixed-effects models (see Table 2 ) revealed that the differences between the uniform sentences of four-letter words and the other conditions were significant. Clearly as the distance between the centers of two words decreased, so did the amplitude of saccades moving between them. As mentioned above, our uniform sentences were rated as being slightly less natural than our non-uniform sentences. To ensure that this had not affected the length of the saccades made in each sentence type we performed an additional analysis of our data for average saccade amplitude in which we included naturalness as a predictor variable. This did not improve the fit of our model to the data, 2 (1) ϭ 2.56, p Ͼ .1, suggesting very little effect of naturalness on saccadic targeting. Given that saccade amplitudes varied between conditions, we next considered whether this affected the systematic range error. Primarily, we were interested in seeing whether the preferred saccade length was constant across our different types of uniform sentences, or whether it increased systematically with the length of words within these sentences. Similarly, as a control, we were interested in seeing whether the preferred saccade length for words of different lengths within non-uniform sentences was near constant, as in McConkie et al.'s (1988) original investigation. If the preferred saccade length did adapt then it should have increased alongside the length of words between the three different uniform sentence types, while any differences between the word lengths in non-uniform sentences should be minimal. Given this theoretical question, and that the preferred saccade length is the distance between the saccade launch site and the center of the word on which the eyes land at which saccades are most accurate, all the analyses below calculated the saccade launch site relative to the center of the word to which a saccade was made.
3 Linear mixed effects models. As a first step in our analysis, we constructed linear mixed effects models with the fixation landing position within each word as a dependent variable. The landing position was calculated relative to the word center, such 2 Some researchers may prefer to exclude fixations made on the space preceding a word when conducting a landing position analysis, since these fixations did not technically land on the word. While our approach is in line with the classic papers on landing positions, we also conducted all analyses involving landing position as a dependent or predictor variable on a restricted dataset in order to assuage any concerns arising from this point. In this restricted dataset we excluded words in which the first fixation was on the space preceding the word. The differences between the two analyses were minimal. Excluding trials in which the initial fixation was on the space preceding a word also allowed us to scale landing position relative to word length. This transformation also made minimal difference to the outcome of our analyses. We also acknowledge that typically the term 'target word' would be used to refer to specific words that had been manipulated within a sentence for certain characteristics. However, for the purpose of the current investigation we use this tem to refer to any individual word within our sentences.
3 Many papers investigating the saccadic range error also include an analysis in which the launch site is calculated relative to the space before the target word. We did also construct a linear mixed effect model with this measure calculated from the start of the word, and calculated the preferred saccade length values from this model. Unsurprisingly, the same pattern of effects emerged. Note. ASA ϭ average saccade amplitude; PWF ϭ the proportion of words fixated in a sentence. U3, U4, and U5 refer to uniform sentences of three, four, and five letter words respectively, and NU to non-uniform sentences. Note. Significant factors are presented in bold. ASA ϭ average saccade amplitude in degrees; PWF ϭ the proportion of words fixated in a sentence. U3, U4, and U5 refer to uniform sentences of three, four, and five letter words, respectively, and NU to non-uniform sentences.
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that a landing position of 0 corresponded to a saccade landing perfectly in the center of the word, while landing positions of 1 or Ϫ1 corresponded to a saccade over-or undershooting the center of the word by one character, respectively. This dependent variable was examined using a linear mixed-effect model with word length, sentence uniformity, and saccade launch site as fixed factors, in addition to two-and three-way interactions between these factors. Words with a launch site greater than 12 characters were not included in this analysis due to visual inspection of the launch site distributions identifying them as outliers, and the fact that it is unlikely that the fixated word was in high enough acuity vision for readers to make an accurate estimate of the word center. This exclusion accounted for 1.63% of the remaining data. There were significant main effects of word length and launch site (see Table 3 for model output, and Figure 1 for estimated effects). As the launch site distance decreased, fixations landed further into a word, thus replicating McConkie et al.'s (1998) original observation of the effect of saccade launch site on fixation landing positions. Word length also had a significant main effect, such that the eyes would land further into a long word.
In addition to these main effects, the model also revealed several significant interactions. Sentence uniformity interacted with launch site in a two-way interaction, and with both word length and launch site in a significant three-way interaction. Clearly the word length uniformity within our sentences had an effect on the systematic range error, with it modulating the effect of launch site on landing positions. There was also a significant two-way interaction between word length and launch site. The nature of all these interactions can most clearly be seen by examining Figure 1 . In the case of saccades made from a near launch site (i.e., three or four characters) in non-uniform sentences, participants overshot the center of five-letter words to the greatest extent and the center of three-letter words to the smallest extent. For saccades made from far launch sites (i.e., seven or more characters) in the non-uniform sentences participants undershot the center of five-letter words to the greatest extent, and three-letter words to the smallest extent. For intermediate launch sites within non-uniform sentences participants neither undershot nor overshot the word center. Crucially, in terms of the preferred saccade length, the linear-mixed model predicted that, in the case of all three word lengths in the nonuniform sentences, participants would accurately fixate the word center when making saccades of between five and six characters. To obtain estimates of the point at which participants would accurately fixate the word center we used the Effects library (Fox, Weisberg, Friendly, & Hong, 2015) in R, and examined the output for the launch site that predicted a landing position of 0. The model predicted that participants would land directly in the word center (i.e., a landing position of 0) given launch sites of 5.29, 5.63, and 5.85 characters for three-, four-, and five-letter words, respectively. This suggests that within our non-uniform sentences the preferred saccade length was between five and six characters, with any differences on the basis of word length being reasonably small. The average of these three preferred saccade lengths was 5.59 characters. Although this preferred saccade length differs quantitatively from that obtained by McConkie et al. (1988) , potentially because of the lower average word length in our non-uniform sentences, our results do qualitatively replicate the original finding of a similar preferred saccade length for words of different lengths in normal English sentences.
A different pattern of results emerged for saccades made within our uniform sentences. Similarly to the non-uniform sentences, participants overshot the center of a five-letter word from near launch sites to a greater extent than the center of three-letter words. However, while in the non-uniform sentences the effect of word length quickly reversed with an increase in launch site, such that people undershot the center of a five-letter word to a greater extent than the center of a three-letter word from a far launch site, this was not the case across the uniform sentences. What is more interesting to our investigation of the adaptability of the preferred saccade length is the launch site from which participants would on average land perfectly in the center of words of each length, and the way in which this varied across our three different types of uniform sentences. To estimate this, we again used the Effects package in R. Participants would land directly in the center of three-, four-, and five-letter words from launch sites of 4.52, 5.41, and 6.14 characters, respectively. Thus, although the preferred saccade length was relatively similar for words of different lengths in the non-uniform sentences, it systematically varied across our three uniform sentence types. This is highly suggestive of adaptation in the preferred saccade length dependent on sentential word length context.
In addition to the main analysis presented above, we briefly considered whether our adaptation effect increased throughout an experimental block, or whether it was rapidly established, remaining constant across the majority of trials. To investigate this we constructed linear mixed effects models with trial index included as an additional predictor. We added this first as a main effect, and then as part of interactions with other factors. Model comparisons were conducted with each increase in model complexity. Although a model including only a main effect of trial index significantly improved the fit of the model to our data, 2 (1) ϭ 1,995, p Ͻ .001, allowing trial index to interact with other factors in two-, three-, or four-way interactions did not further improve our model. Furthermore, while the inclusion of trial improved the fit of our model, this effect was not significant within the model. The lack of interaction between trial index and other factors suggests that our adaptation effects were very rapidly, if not immediately, established.
As mentioned above there were small differences in the frequencies of the words in our different sentence types. To assess Note. Significant terms are presented in bold. LP ϭ landing position; SU ϭ effect of moving from uniform to non-uniform sentences; WL ϭ word length; LS ϭ launch site. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
whether this had any influence on our results we included frequency in our model as a main effect, and in several interactions. The most complex model which led to an improvement in the fit to the data included an interaction between frequency and word length. All of the effects from our original model remained significant in this model, alongside a main effect of frequency (b ϭ Ϫ0.11, SE ϭ 0.05, t ϭ Ϫ1.96) and the interaction between frequency and word length (b ϭ 0.05, SE ϭ 0.01, t ϭ 3.47). Effects estimates showed that as frequency increased, landing positions moved further into a word. This effect was largest for five-letter words such that the landing position increased by 0.5 characters between words with a zipf frequency of three and seven. Frequency effects for the three-letter words were negligible, such that mean landing position only increased by 0.13 characters between words with a zipf frequency of three and seven. Recall that it was only for three-letter words that mean frequency differed between uniform and non-uniform sentences; thus, frequency had very little effect on landing positions for the word length for which this could have become problematic. Furthermore, we obtained estimates of the preferred saccade length from this new model, and obtained very similar results as from our original model; three-, four-, and five-letter words in uniform sentences had preferred saccade lengths of 4.46, 5.45, and 6.25, whereas in non-uniform sentences the preferred saccade lengths were 5.14, 5.6, and 5.9. Thus, our adaptation effects were still present when accounting for word frequency. Fixation landing position distributions. In addition to our linear mixed effects analyses, we conducted a further analysis which was more in line with that presented by McConkie et al. (1988) . To conduct this analysis, we transformed our continuous landing position data into discrete values, such that a fixation was categorized as landing on a certain letter within a word (or the space preceding it). Figure 2 shows the distribution of initial fixations on each letter of a word, as a function of word length, sentence uniformity, and saccade launch site. Saccade launch sites of 1 to 7 characters from the left of the space preceding the fixated word were used, as in McConkie et al. A landing position of 0 represents the space preceding the word, a landing position of 1 the first letter of the word, and so on.
The standard launch site effect can be seen in Figure 2 , with a greater proportion of fixations being made on the earlier characters of a word as the distance of the launch site increased relative to the start of the targeted word. This is the case for all three word lengths, in both uniform and non-uniform sentences. Thus, we replicated McConkie et al.'s (1998) original findings.
It could be argued that differences should be present for words appearing in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences in these landing position distributions. The logic behind this argument is that the landing position of a fixation within a word should be influenced by the distance from which the saccade was launched, and the extent to which this launch site distance deviates from the preferred saccade length. Furthermore, our linear mixed effects model demonstrated that the preferred saccade length systematically varied between our different sentence types, such that a word of a specific length is subject to a different preferred saccade length when it appears in a uniform relative to non-uniform sentence. Because of this, the distribution of landing positions from each launch site should differ depending upon sentence uniformity, since the deviation of the launch site from the preferred saccade length will differ under these two different conditions. Despite this, there is very little evidence in our landing site distributions for these differences.
Although this seems to run contrary to the idea that we observed adaptation in the preferred saccade length, when taking into account both the typical magnitude of the systematic range error and the size of the adaptation in the preferred saccade length, this outcome is not particularly surprising. As discussed above, the range error leads to 0.40 characters of systematic error for each This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
character that the planned saccade length deviates from the preferred saccade length. We can gain a rough estimate of how much the preferred saccade length changed for a word of a certain length by taking the estimate of the preferred saccade length for that word in a uniform sentence from the preferred saccade length for a word of the same length in the non-uniform sentence. In the case of four-letter words this equates to a change of 0.22 characters, and for five-letter words a change of 0.29 characters. From any given launch site these changes in the preferred saccade length will lead to differences of 0.09 and 0.12 characters of systematic error, respectively. It is not surprising that a shift of such a small magnitude does not lead to a large shift in landing site distributions, especially considering that such subtle effects could have been lost when transforming our continuous landing position data into discrete, whole character values.
Relative proportions of saccades under and overshooting. As a final step in our analysis, we also considered the relative frequency with which participants under and overshot the central character of a word from any given launch site in each condition. To examine this issue, we categorized our landing position data in terms of whether a fixation landed within a character sized region in the center of a word, in the area to the left of this central region (i.e., undershoot), or in the area to the right of this central region (i.e., overshoot), and plotted this as a function of word length, sentence uniformity, and launch site (see Figure 3) . Although this categorization is a coarser measure of fixation landing positions compared to the more typical distributions presented in Figure 2 , it allows us to observe any systematic variation in the saccadic range error and preferred saccade length more clearly. By considering the launch sites This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Launch sites are relative to the central point of the fixated word. Launch sites of four to seven characters are presented due to our predictions of when readers would transition from over to undershooting the center of a word. U3, U4, and U5 refer to uniform sentences of three, four, and five letter words respectively, and NU to non-uniform sentences. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
between which participants make a transition from predominantly undershooting the center of a word to predominantly overshooting that point, it is possible to obtain further confirmation of the variations in preferred saccade length across different sentence types obtained from our linear mixed effects models.
Predictions of the preferred saccade length derived from our linear mixed effects models are as follows. Recall that the linear mixed effects models predicted preferred saccade lengths of 5.29, 5.63, and 5.85 characters for words in these sentences. As such, it seems reasonable to predict that participants should predominantly overshoot for launch sites nearer than these values (i.e., five characters or less) and undershoot for launch sites further away (i.e., six characters or more). As such, readers should transition from over-to undershooting between launch sites of five and six characters. In contrast, the transition point will vary across the three different uniform sentence types, with the predictions of the preferred saccade length from our linear mixed effects models being 4.52, 5.41, and 6.14 characters for three-, four-, and fiveletter words. For each uniform sentence type we should expect the transition point to vary around these values, and as such it should occur between launch sites of four and five, five and six, and six and seven characters for uniform sentences of three, four, and five letters, respectively.
For the most part, we observed the exact pattern of effects we predicted, with the transition from predominantly overshooting to undershooting occurring at the point we predicted for all three word lengths in uniform sentences, and the four-and five-letter words in non-uniform sentences. In the case of three-letter words in the non-uniform sentences the transition actually occurred slightly later, with readers still overshooting very slightly more often than undershooting from a launch site of six. The fact that the transition point was very similar for different word lengths in non-uniform sentences, but increased systematically for different word lengths in the uniform sentences is entirely consistent with the findings from our linear mixed effects model.
Overall saccadic accuracy and refixation probabilities. In addition to considering whether our manipulation led to an adaptation of the preferred saccade length, we examined whether this resulted in more accurate overall saccadic targeting. We did this by considering the mean landing position and proportion of initial fixations made on the central character of words of different length in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences. The mean landing position tended to be slightly to the left of the word center across all conditions, with very little difference between words appearing in a uniform versus non-uniform sentence (see Table 4 ). Furthermore, the proportion of fixations landing on a word's central character also varied very little between uniform and non-uniform sentences (see Table 4 ). Thus, it seems that an adaptation in the preferred saccade length does not translate into more accurate saccadic targeting overall. This may well have occurred as a result of random motor error remaining relatively constant across conditions, and thus leading to a similar distribution of landing positions around the preferred viewing location. Furthermore, these landing positions would then function as the next launch site, which would presumably be nonoptimal for the preferred saccade length within the sentence being read.
In summary our manipulation of sentence uniformity and the length of words within these sentences had significant effects upon saccadic targeting. First, saccade amplitudes were affected by the length of words within a sentence, such that longer saccades were made for sentences comprised of longer words. Furthermore, variation in saccadic targeting led to an adaptation of the systematic range error, as demonstrated across three different approaches to analyzing the landing position data. Participants were more attuned toward making short saccades in the uniform sentences of threeletter words, and more attuned toward making long saccades in the uniform sentences of five-letter words, with the preferred saccade length increasing across the three different uniform sentence types. This pattern of effects was very consistent across three different approaches we adopted in our analysis.
Fixation Probabilities and Word Skipping
To examine the effect of our manipulation on word skipping we calculated the proportion of words fixated in each sentence (see Table 1 ). This global measure was calculated as instances when a word neither received a direct first pass fixation, nor was regressed to later on. Clear word length effects were observed, such that a lower proportion of words were directly fixated in uniform sentences consisting of short words as opposed to long words. However, skipping was no greater in the uniform sentences comprised of three-letter words than non-uniform sentences, despite the nonuniform sentences on average containing longer words (m ϭ 3.94). Thus, although word skipping increased when there were more short words in a sentence, the effect is limited.
We also examined skipping of individual words as a function of their length, whether they appeared in uniform or non-uniform sentences, and their frequency. In the case of this local measure a word was classed as skipped whenever readers did not directly fixate it during first pass reading, regardless of whether they subsequently regressed onto it. As a reminder, we expected a large Note. U ϭ uniform; NU ϭ non-uniform; D ϭ difference; LP ϭ mean landing position relative to the word center; CLP ϭ proportion of fixations landing in the word center; SP ϭ skipping probability. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
decrease in the skipping of three-letter words in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences, and a slight increase in the skipping of five-letter words in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences. We also predicted main effects of length and frequency, two variables that are established as important predictors of word skipping (see Brysbaert, Drieghe, & Vitu, 2005) . Highly frequent words and short words were skipped significantly more often than less frequent words and longer words (see Table 4 for means and Table 5 for LME output). There was also a significant effect of sentence uniformity, which interacted with word length, such that three-and four-letter words were skipped more often while five-letter words were skipped less often in non-uniform sentences than in uniform sentences.
Discussion
In the current study we examined the effect of within sentence word length uniformity on eye movement control during reading, with a particular focus on how this manipulation affects saccadic targeting. Several novel effects were observed. First, there was clear evidence of an adaptation of the systematic range error first observed by McConkie et al. (1988) , with the preferred saccade length within a sentence being systematically modulated by the length of words in each sentence type. This finding has implications for models of oculomotor control, and accounts of the systematic range error during reading. Furthermore, our manipulation affected word skipping, such that the probability of skipping short words dramatically decreased and the probability of skipping long words slightly increased in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences.
Saccadic Targeting and the Systematic Range Error
The observation of the systematic saccadic range error by McConkie et al. (1988) has had long lasting implications for the understanding of eye movement control during reading. It is an important parameter in explaining the landing positions of fixations, and is thus implemented in both the E-Z Reader and SWIFT models of eye movement control. The accurate implementation of the systematic range error within both models is vital for explaining phenomena such as refixation rates, word processing speeds, and in the case of the E-Z Reader model, also parafoveal-on-foveal effects. Currently both models incorporate the preferred saccade length as a fixed parameter, optimized for saccades traversing the average distance between the centers of two words in English (E-Z Reader) and German (SWIFT).
Contrary to the implemented versions of both computational models discussed above, our results show that there was clear adaptation in saccadic targeting across our uniform sentences in terms of the preferred saccade length. The estimates from our linear mixed models demonstrated systematic variation on the basis of the mean word length within the sentence being read. The preferred saccade length increased across the three different uniform sentence types, with preferred saccade lengths of 4.52, 5.41, and 6.14 for uniform sentences of three-, four-, and five-letter words. In contrast, any variations between these three word lengths in the non-uniform sentences were more modest, with preferred saccade lengths of 5.29, 5.63, and 5.85. This represents a clear and systematic modulation of the preferred saccade length by the current word length context. Our results replicated McConkie et al.'s (1998) original finding that landing positions within words are driven by the saccade launch site, in addition to extending those findings by demonstrating an adaptation of the preferred saccade length under different word length contexts. This adaptive modulation of the preferred saccade length is something that should be considered in future implementations of models of eye movement control, due to the large range of phenomena for which an accurate implementation of the systematic range error is necessary for explaining.
It is worth considering the launch site from which on average the preferred saccade length was launched from for our three uniform sentence types. Figure 4 shows an example of part of each uniform sentence type, with the preferred saccade length to the word center plotted above. The quantitative adaptation in the preferred saccade length essentially allowed participants to perform the same qualitative behavior in all three uniform sentence types, with participants adapting to move from the preferred viewing location of one word to the center of the next. This aspect of our results supports our hypothesis that participants would adapt their preferred saccade length alongside the distance between the centers of two words in a sentence. Clearly, the saccadic targeting system tuned the preferred saccade length to optimize performance in terms of fixation locations.
Our results contribute to a literature suggesting a high degree of adaptability during reading. Kaakinen and Hyönä (2014) demonstrated that the extent of the effective visual span during reading is modulated by task demands, and the relevance of a particular piece of text to these task demands. Schotter, Bicknell, Howard, Levy, and Rayner (2014) have shown that the extent to which word frequency and predictability influence fixation durations can be independently modulated by different proofreading tasks, in order to perform these tasks as efficiently as possible. The results from these two studies suggest that the deployment of attention and nature of linguistic processing can adapt during reading based on explicit task demands. Our findings demonstrate that this adaptation extends all the way down to the parameters influencing the execution of saccades. Furthermore, the adaptation in our study occurred despite participants not being conscious of the manipulation, suggesting that these effects are highly automatic.
One surprising aspect of our findings is the time course across which adaptation occurred. An additional analysis of our data showed that allowing trial number to interact with the other variables in our model for landing position did not improve the fit of Note. Significant terms are presented in bold. SP ϭ skipping probability; SU ϭ effect of moving from uniform to non-uniform sentences; WL ϭ word length; LP ϭ landing position. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
the model. This could suggest that our effects were instantaneous rather than a gradual adaptation process, though this would be surprising, since presumably at least some practice is required for a change to occur. Because of this, we believe that adaptation very likely occurred across a small number of trials, and quickly plateaued (i.e., adaptation was very rapid, rather than instantaneous). It is clear that future work is needed to examine the time course of our effects. Our adaptation effects may be difficult to account for within current theories of the systematic range error. As discussed above, the accepted view generally seems to be that the preferred saccade length develops as a result of a large amount of reading experience. One such theory describes the systematic range error in terms of Bayesian decision theory (Engbert & Krügel, 2010; Krügel & Engbert, 2014) . According to this approach the oculomotor system makes use of prior knowledge about the distribution of the distance of previous saccade targets from the saccade launch site when estimating the location of the next saccade target. The prior in this theory is essentially equivalent to the preferred saccade length. This prior is combined with a sensory estimate of where the center of the next word is to yield an optimal estimate of the distance of the saccade target. This combination results in the systematic range error. When a target (and thus its sensory estimate) is far away relative to the prior distribution then the Bayesian combination results in the optimal estimate being nearer than it actually is, and thus saccadic undershoot. When a target is near relative to the prior then the optimal estimate will lead to a saccadic overshoot.
Although our findings do not directly contradict the assumptions of this theory, they do suggest that further specification may be required regarding the establishment of the prior. Currently, this theory does not specify the time course across which prior information is taken into account. The simplest assumption would be that the prior is determined over an extended period of reading experience, rather than constantly being reset due to slight changes in average word length. Under this assumption, it is unlikely that this theory can explain our findings. In our study, each condition consisted of only 30 trials, and analyses taking trial index into account suggested that the adaptation occurred across the early trials, rather than gradually across all 30 trials. Even if the prior was instantaneously updated with the new information, it seems unlikely that enough information would have accumulated in the early trials of a block to alter a prior established over years of reading experience. Rather, we would expect to see a gradual adaptation across the entire block, as more and more information is integrated into the existing prior. Under such circumstances, it is unclear how a substantial adaptation of the preferred saccade length would occur, since the optimal estimate of a saccade target would be biased to a considerable extent by the same prior. For this approach to explain our findings it may be necessary for the prior to be based on only a recent number of trials, or to allow multiple priors, which readers switch between dependent upon the current distribution of target distances. Berniker, Voss, and Kording (2010) recently demonstrated that it is possible for people to rapidly estimate multiple Bayesian priors for the same perceptual task. In this study participants had to determine the location of a target on the basis of a noisy perceptual cue and their estimate of the prior distribution of the target's location. The mean of the target's position (and thus the prior) was varied between one of two values, with the current distribution switching throughout the experiment. Participants performed in a manner congruent with Bayesian decision theory, and their performance suggested that they estimated the mean of each prior within 10 trials. Furthermore, once both priors had been learnt, participants were able to detect a switch in target distributions within two trials, and begin using the appropriate prior. Thus, it is certainly possible, within the context of Bayesian decision theory, for participants to learn and make use of multiple priors. Given our findings, this is something that should be considered within Engbert and Krügel's (2010) model. It should also be noted that if the systematic range error does occur as a result of Bayesian combination of a prior distribution and noisy perceptual cue, then our study extends the findings of Berniker, Voss, and Kording (2010) . In their study, they demonstrated that a Bayesian prior that had been built up during a novel laboratory task could adjust to a new distribution of target locations, whereas we have shown that a prior that has built up over many years can adjust.
The fact that the preferred saccade length adapts should perhaps be unsurprising, considering that readers will regularly encounter texts differing in terms of the average of and variability in word length. Within a language, mean word length will vary across texts produced with different purposes in mind. For example, a scientific paper about particle physics will contain longer words than an article in a tabloid newspaper, and the words in a tabloid newspaper may be longer than in something that is read to a child as a bedtime story. It is plausible that all three types of writing will be read by a single person in a day; as such a flexible and rapidly adaptable preferred saccade length is necessary for readers to efficiently process a range of texts written for different purposes.
Adaptation may also be necessary for multilingual readers. Different languages vary in the length of the words used. For example, dramatic differences exist between Chinese, English, and Finnish, both in terms of the variations in word length and the average word length. Liversedge et al. (2016) translated passages of text between these three languages, finding differences in the word lengths in each language. In Chinese, English, and Finish, the average word length was 1.55 Chinese characters, 5.63, and 8.32 alphabetic characters with standard deviations of 0.20, 0.80, and 1.44, respectively. Furthermore, the saccade length of participants reading in each language varied, with average rightward saccades of 3.19, 8.53, and 9.35 characters. Clearly, different preferred saccade lengths would be appropriate for these different situations, and flexibility would be vital for bi-or trilingual readers of these languages. It might even be the case that the adoption of a This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
preferred saccade length is more appropriate in a language such as Chinese with relatively little variation in word length, relative to a language like Finnish with highly variable word length. Further research is required to fully understand the nature of the adaptation observed in the current study. Some issues that need to be addressed include the time course of the adaptive process, the extent to which adaptation occurs when average word length varies between sentences but is not uniform within sentences, and the extent to which our effects were driven by word length in letters as opposed to spatial extent (see Yao-N=Dré, Castet, & Vitu, 2014) . Investigation of these issues will allow the development of a more comprehensive theory of the systematic range error, as well as a greater understanding of the manner in which the saccadic targeting system adapts to the demands of a specific task.
Skipping Probabilities
We observed clear word length effects on skipping. The proportion of words being skipped was higher in the uniform sentences of short words than of long words. Furthermore, within the non-uniform sentences, short words were skipped more than long words. There was also an effect of uniformity. The proportion of words skipped was as high in the non-uniform sentences as in the uniform sentences of three-letter words, despite the latter condition consisting entirely of words that should be highly likely to be skipped. Furthermore, skipping of three-and four-letter words was lower in the uniform than non-uniform sentences, while skipping of five-letter words was actually slightly higher.
It should perhaps not be surprising that the skipping of threeletter words decreased so dramatically in uniform relative to nonuniform sentences. Although three-letter words were skipped 40% of the time in non-uniform sentences, the skipping rate in these sentences across all word lengths was 20%. A skipping rate of 40% across an entire sentence may leave too few fixations to visually encode information. Thus, it is likely that some of the decrease in skipping of three-letter words was due to a need to encode visual information from multiple points in the sentence. Although this certainly explains a large amount of our observed effect, it is worth considering whether other factors proposed earlier may also have contributed.
One factor was that readers might use the relative length of a word in a sentence to make inferences about its informational value, and whether it requires a direct fixation. In non-uniform sentences this may contribute to the greater skipping of short words (i.e., three and four letters) relative to long words, because short words are likely to be less informative. When this cue is removed in the uniform sentences, the proportion of skipping driven by this source of information would no longer occur, explaining some of the change in skipping rates. It should be noted that if this argument is correct then this would constitute a demonstration of the adaptability of the cognitive system during reading. In addition, prior research examining the link between word length and informational value has generally focused on language production, by examining whether speakers or writers regulate informational flow using word length. However, to the best of our knowledge research has not focused upon whether readers make use of cues to informational value to regulate the rate of information intake. Our data suggest this may be the case, with readers potentially avoiding fixating on words that are of low informational value. Further research is required to evaluate whether this account is correct, or if the effect of relative word length can be explained solely by the need to fixate a minimum proportion of words in a sentence.
A decrease in both accidental and failed skipping due to the saccadic range error may also have contributed to the alteration in skipping behavior. Often a three-letter word will be skipped after an intended short saccade as a result of saccadic overshoot, while a five-letter word may sometimes be accidentally fixated after a long saccade targeted toward the following word, as a result of saccadic undershoot (see . In the uniform sentences of three-letter words, the preferred saccade length was shorter than in the non-uniform sentences, whereas in the uniform sentences of five-letter words it was greater. As such, a saccade targeted toward a three-letter word from a near launch site was less likely to overshoot in these uniform sentences than the non-uniform sentences, while saccades programmed to skip a five-letter word from any given launch site would be less prone to undershooting in the uniform sentences. This may have contributed to the decreased skipping of three-letter words and increased skipping of five-letter words in uniform sentences. It is difficult to be certain of the exact extent to which the adaptation in the preferred saccade length may have affected skipping rate due to mislocated fixations, but it seems reasonable to assume that it had some influence.
Conclusion
In closing, the current article examined the effect of within sentence word length uniformity on eye movement control during reading. The most striking effect of this manipulation was on the saccadic targeting system, with the preferred saccade length which determines the systematic range error adapting contingent upon the length of the words within a sentence. The main implications of this effect are that assumptions that the preferred saccade length is determined by an extensive amount of experience and is thus fixed are incorrect; as such models of eye movement control currently attempt to explain landing positions (and, consequently, refixation rates, processing efficiency, and parafoveal-on foveal effects) on the basis of an erroneous assumption. We also observed effects of our manipulation on the skipping probabilities of words within the sentences. We argued that the effect on skipping was due to a combination of needing to fixate a minimum number of words in a sentence, as well as relative word length information and the adaptation of the preferred saccade length. Altogether our findings suggest a high degree of adaptability in the saccadic targeting system during reading.
Reading Times
The following Appendix contains reading time measures (which were not the primary focus of our main analyses). In order to examine the effect of our manipulation on reading times at a global level we examined the reading time per word across our different sentence types (see Table A1 for descriptive statistics and Table  A2 for inferential statistics). Across the three uniform conditions reading times increased alongside word length, with the words within uniform sentences of three-letter words and uniform sentences of five-letter words being read significantly faster and slower, respectively, than the words within uniform sentences of four-letter words, replicating standard word length effects. Furthermore, the reading time per word in the non-uniform sentences was significantly shorter than in the uniform sentences of fourletter words, and numerically smaller than in the uniform sentences of three-letter words. Given that we observed word length effects between the uniform conditions, and that the words in the nonuniform condition were on average the same length as in the uniform sentences of four-letter words, this finding suggests a cost of sentence uniformity on reading times.
As well as examining global reading times, we calculated several measures of fixation times on individual words within sentences, as a function of word length and sentence uniformity. The fixation time measures were first fixation duration (FFD; the duration of the first fixation on a word), gaze duration (GD; the sum of all fixations on a word from the first fixation until a saccade is made to another word), single fixation duration (SFD; the duration of a fixation when it is the only one made on a word) and total time (TT; the sum of all fixations on a word). These measures were log transformed in order to increase normality and were analyzed using linear mixed effects models. Initially, these models included an interactive effect of sentence uniformity and word length as well as the main effects of these variables. However, in the models reported here the interaction term was removed, due to it failing to significantly improve the fit of any of our models. In addition, log word frequency was treated as a fixed factor in order to account for any differences between the average word frequencies in each sentence type. Participants and items were treated as random factors, and a full random structure was used, although random slopes were sometimes removed in cases when the full model failed to converge. Note. TPW ϭ reading time per word. U3, U4, and U5 refer to uniform sentences of three, four, and five letter words respectively, and NU to non-uniform sentences. Note. Significant factors are presented in bold. TPW ϭ reading time per word. U3, U4, and U5 refer to uniform sentences of three, four, and five letter words respectively, and NU to non-uniform sentences.
(Appendix continues)
The means and standard deviations for these measures are displayed in Table A3 , and the LME output in Table A4 . There was a clear tendency across all measures for longer words to receive longer fixations. This effect was significant in both gaze durations and total times, and marginal in single fixation durations. Furthermore, words in the uniform sentences received longer fixations than those in the non-uniform sentences, with a significant effect of uniformity appearing in all four measures. The tendency for individual words within the uniform sentences to receive longer fixations than words of the same length in non-uniform sentences is in line with the finding that the uniform sentences were generally read more slowly than non-uniform sentences.
While these effects could be seen to suggest that there was some sort of inhibitory effect of within-sentence word length uniformity on lexical processing, we believe there is a simple explanation for these findings. As mentioned in the main body of the manuscript our uniform sentences were rated as being significantly less natural sounding than our non-uniform sentences. We maintain that this confound could not have made a significant contribution to our observed pattern of effects for skipping probabilities and saccadic targeting. However, in the case of our reading measures it seems plausible that reduced naturalness would have led to the trend towards increased reading times for all three word lengths in uniform relative to non-uniform sentences.
Received November 6, 2015 Revision received February 13, 2017 Accepted February 15, 2017 Ⅲ Note. U ϭ uniform; NU ϭ non-uniform; D ϭ difference; FFD ϭ first fixation duration; GD ϭ gaze duration; TT ϭ total time; SFD ϭ single fixation duration. Note. Significant terms are presented in bold. FFD ϭ first fixation duration; GD ϭ gaze duration; TT ϭ total time; SFD ϭ single fixation duration; SU ϭ effect of moving from uniform to non-uniform sentences; WL ϭ word length.
